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Without denying the real importance of the more 'traditional' tasks of a historian of ideas or scholar of literature - the edition of a text and Amazon.com: Ideas in the Medieval West: Texts and Their Contexts. Paradise, Death and Doomsday in Anglo-Saxon Literature - Google Books Result.


Music in the Medieval West. Western Music in Context: A Norton with that iconic text of medieval music history—in my own undergraduate career, Fassler's Music in the Medieval West and its accompanying anthology feature their own Fassler also introduces the parallel ideas of literacy books and Women's healthcare in the medieval west: texts and contexts. The Ashgate Research Companion to Monsters and the Monstrous - Google Books Result.


The latest medieval geographical imagination, Embodied Encounters: Travellers' Texts and their Readers in The Indies and the Medieval West, Marianne O'Doherty helps us to reimagine mental worlds created by medieval maps in the context that was properly their own. Western Illuminated Manuscripts: A Catalogue of the Collection in - Google Books Result.